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Botanical Printing 
Using Plants and Minerals 

(rocks and metals) 
To Make Colours And Designs On Fabric.

Punu Munu Manta 
Walkatjunkunytjaku



Botanical printing activities and book production were 
carried out at Ernabella Anangu School with senior 

students, supported by Teachers Anna Chen, 
Kyla Lawrie-Windlass and Tangentyere Land and 

Learning project officer Adelaide Church. 
 

Pitjantjatjara texts written by
Kyla Lawrie-Windlass, Sabina Stewart and Eva Wells. 

Linguist support from Sasha Wilmoth, Makinti Minutjukur, 
Trish Jenner & Dan Bleby.

 
This book was produced as part of the Bilingual 

Resources Project funded by the Traditional Owners of 
Uluru Kata Tjuta through the Uluru Rent Money project 

with assistance from 
the Central Land Council Community Development Unit.



These year 12 students are learning about how to use plants, bark, 
flowers and minerals to create interesting beautiful patterns and 

designs on fabric. 

This is a lovely way to combine science, art and culture. 

Nganana kuulangka nintiringangi 
tjatangka munu raikingka walka tjuta 

palyantjaku, panya tjata munu raikingka 
nganana nyalpi kutjupa-kutjupanguru 
mantjira tjunangi munula manta metal 

karunguru kulu magnet-pangka mantjira 
tjungunu tjaltu munu vinegar-ngka.
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pilani, punti 
untunu

English name: Cassia

Scientific name: Senna artemisioides
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Nganana nyalpi, inuntji 
munu punu likara mantjinu 

munula iniku kulu 
nintiringangi.

We collected and identified leaves, bark and flowers 

from the bush.
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Nganana mantangka ayana 
mantjini magnet-pangka 

karunguru.
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We are collecting iron filings from the sand in the 
creek with a magnet. 5



Sharona is adding the iron filings to a pot of water on 
the fire. Lorna is adding salt and Anna is adding vinegar.

Sharona-lu metal tjunanyi kapi 
warungka ka Lorna-lu tjaltu tjunanyi 

kapi warungka ka 
Anna-lu vinegar tjutini kapi warungka.
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This combination of vinegar and salt and rusty metal is used 
to make a ‘mordant’ to help the colour stay on the fabric.

Panya raikingka kala tjakatjunkunytjaku.



Nyangatja paluru tjana raiki 
tjunanyi mixture-ngka  panya 
paluru tjana mixture palyanu 

metal, tjaltu munu 
vinegar-nguru panya kala 
tjatangka munu raikingka 

tjakatjunkunytjaku.

Sharona, Anna and Brianna are putting the cloth into the 
mordant to make it ready for printing.
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Anna is putting turmeric into a pot 
to make a bright yellow colour. This puff ball can also 

be used to make a nice yellow colour.

Anna-lu tjutinu turmeric 
pot-angka kala yalauwana 

tjanyalarinytjaku. 
Nyangatja ainkura kala 

yalauwana kulu.
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Now Anna is laying leaves on the silk scarf

 Kuwari Anna-lu nyalpi tjunanyi.



Sharona is laying leaves on the cloth to make patterns.
Here she is using river red gum leaves and bark 

and some onion skins too.

Sharona-lu nyalpi tjuta tjunu raikingka 
panya nyalpi walka raikingka munu 

tjatangka utiringkunytjaku.



Sharona is laying leaves on the cloth to make patterns.
Here she is using river red gum leaves and bark 

and some onion skins too. 13



They are laying on leaves of the desert oak tree

Tjana 
tjunu kurkara nyalpi.
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 Munula tjata munu raiki 

punungka tjungura puturungka 

karpira nyuti-nyutira tjunu kapi 

warungka munula tjunkula 

wantingu patara ngulaku.

Now we roll up the cloth tightly around a stick and tie 
string around the bundle.

We put this in a pot of boiling water for quite a while,  
at least an hour.
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Brianna-lu raiki karpintja 
purkarangku araltjanangi kapi 

warunguru mantjira. 

Brianna is carefully removing the bundles of tied 
cloth from the boiling water using tongs.
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Sharona is using scissors to cut and untie the string 
from around the bundle of cloth.

Sharona-lu nipa-nipangka raiki 
karpintja katara araltjananyi.
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Nganana raiki araltjanangi panya 

nganana nyangangi walka wiru 

nyalpinguru munu likaranguru palyantja.

We are opening the bundles and looking at the nice 
leaf patterns.



Now we hang out the cloth to dry.
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We are modelling the beautiful scarves we made.

Nganana rikinarinyi 

nganampa scarf rikinanya 

kanyira. Nganana palyantja.



We are modelling the beautiful scarves we made. 25



We wrote about the plants and 

the mordants we used. 

We learned about science, 

plants and art.



We made patterns on silk scarves and t-shirts. 
I like what I’ve made.

Nganana 
silk munu tjata palyanu. 
Ka ngayulu pukularinyi 
palyantjatjanu. Palya. 
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Glossary

Pitjantjatjara English

nyalpi leaf
inuntji flower
likara bark
tarka stem
kala colour

walka designs
ayana iron 
waru fire

nyuti-nyutini bundle
karpi-karpini tie up

raiki cloth
tjata shirt

wirunya beautiful



Further Activity ideas
* Experiment with different plants to see what colours         
  they produce on material/paper.
* Use Pitjantjatjara plant and animal cards to learn       
  more about names and uses of plants and animals       
  in the area. 
* Notice what plants are flowering/fruiting at 
  different times of the year. 
* Draw plants and animals that you see.
* Learn traditional stories about the plants and        
  animals.

* Use the Two-Way Science book for more great activities.
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Scan this 
QR code to check out the Tangentyere 

Land and Learning page where you can find a PDF of 
this book, associated worksheets and lots of other great 

resources.
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